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Discussion on “AC Drive Observability Analysis”
Mohamad Koteich, Student Member, IEEE, Abdelmalek Maloum, Gilles Duc and Guillaume Sandou

Abstract—In the paper by Vaclavek et al. (IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron., vol. 60, no. 8, pp. 3047-3059, Aug. 2013), the local observability of both induction machine and permanent magnet synchronous machine under motion sensorless operation is studied. In this letter, the “slowly varying” speed assumption is discussed, and the permanent magnet synchronous machine observability condition at standstill is revisited.

Index Terms—Observability analysis, AC drives, induction machine, synchronous machine, sensorless control.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the above paper [1] the local observability of the induction machine (IM) and the permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) is studied. Obviously, it is a very good paper as it has been referred to by many others since it was published [2] [3] [4]. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first paper that presents the PMSM observability conditions in the rotating reference frame, which provides useful explicit conditions.

The observability analysis in [1] is restricted to the “slowly varying” speeds. This means that the obtained observability conditions for both machines are valid only under constant (or nearly constant) speed operating conditions. One can argue that this is not the case for a wide range of electrical drive applications.

II. FURTHER REMARKS ON THE IM OBSERVABILITY
It is worth mentioning that the IM observability study made by de Wit et al. [5] covers both cases: 1) constant speed, which leads to the 5-dimensional machine model adopted by [1], and 2) varying speed under slowly varying load torque assumption, which leads to a 6-dimensional model by adding the load torque to the state vector [6]. The only additional parameter needed in the second case is the rotor and load inertia, which can be fairly accurately known in numerous applications. The observability condition of the 6-dimensional model can be expressed, using the same notations as [1], as:

\[
\frac{\xi_2}{\omega_2^2 + \xi_2^2} \frac{d\omega_2}{dt} \Psi_r - \frac{d\Psi_r}{dt} \times \Psi_r \neq 0
\]  

One can design an observer for the IM under slowly varying speed operating conditions. In this case, the observability condition (1) becomes equivalent to the condition calculated for the 5-dimensional model (as discussed in [5]). This provides a more general IM local observability analysis.

III. COMMENTS ON THE PMSM OBSERVABILITY
The slowly varying speed assumption is not required in the PMSM observability analysis, where only the first order derivatives of the stator currents are evaluated. Thus, the PMSM observability conditions presented in [1] are valid for any rotor acceleration.

The determinant of the observability matrix numbered (97) in the paper under discussion can be written as:

\[
D = \frac{1}{L_d L_q} \left[ (\Delta L i_d + K_e)^2 + \Delta L^2 i_q^2 \right] \omega_e + \Delta L i_d \left[ \Delta L \frac{di_d}{dt} i_q - (\Delta L i_d + K_e) \frac{di_q}{dt} \right]
\]

In their analysis of the above equation, the authors in [1] formulate the following observability condition at standstill:

\[
\left| i_d + K_e \frac{di_q}{\Delta L} \right| \neq |i_q|
\]

They claim that it is not necessary to determine the value of the constant C, and that in the zero or low-speed region “the rotor position will be observable if stator current components in rotating reference frame \( i_d, i_q \) are changing and not kept to be linearly dependent. Stator current space vector should change not only its magnitude but also direction in the rotating reference frame”.

The above conclusion is unclear and yet inaccurate. First of all, the conclusion should not only concern the rotor position, the rotor angular speed observability should also be concerned. Even though it seems to be intuitive that the loss of observability concerns rather the position, this cannot be proved unless a detailed study of the indistinguishable dynamics is done, similarly to the study done in [7] for induction machines. In addition, the stator current space vector can change both its magnitude and direction without ensuring the motor observability at standstill, as shown in the sequel.

The observability condition \( D \neq 0 \) can be written as:

\[
\omega_e \neq \frac{(\Delta L i_d + K_e) \Delta L \frac{di_q}{dt} - \Delta L \frac{di_d}{dt} \Delta L i_q}{(\Delta L i_d + K_e)^2 + \Delta L^2 i_q^2}
\]

which gives:

\[
\omega_e \neq \frac{d}{dt} \arctan \left( \frac{\Delta L i_q}{\Delta L i_d + K_e} \right)
\]

1Symbolic math software is used to reproduce the determinant expression.
Let’s define a fictitious observability vector \( \Psi_O = \Psi_{O_d} + j\Psi_{O_q} \) which has the following components in the rotating \((dq)\) reference frame:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_{O_d} & = \Delta L_{i_d} + K_e \\
\Psi_{O_q} & = \Delta L_{i_q}
\end{align*}
\]  

(6) (7)

Then, the condition (5) can be formulated as:

\[
\omega_e \neq \frac{d}{dt}\theta_O
\]  

(8)

where \( \theta_O \) is the phase of the vector \( \Psi_O \) in the rotating reference frame (Figure 1). The following sufficient condition for the PMSM local observability can be stated:

**Proposition 1:** The PMSM is locally observable if the angular speed of the fictitious vector \( \Psi_O \) in the \( dq \) reference frame is different from the rotor electrical angular speed in the stator reference frame.

At standstill, the above condition becomes: the vector \( \Psi_O \) should change its orientation in order to ensure the local observability. This provides a better formulation of the PMSM observability conditions.

It turns out that the \( d \)–axis component of the vector \( \Psi_O \) is nothing but the so-called “active flux” introduced by Boldea et al. in [8] (also called “fictitious flux” by Koonlaboon et al. [9]), which is, by definition, the torque producing flux aligned to the rotor \( d \)–axis. The \( q \)–axis component of the vector \( \Psi_O \) is related to the saliency \((\Delta L)\) of the machine, and is aligned to the rotor \( q \)–axis.

Figure 2 shows two observability vectors, \( \Psi_{O_1} \) (dotted) and \( \Psi_{O_2} \) (dashed), that correspond to two different (in magnitude and direction) current space vectors:

\[
\begin{align*}
i_1 & = i_{d1} + j i_{q1} ; \quad (i_{d1} < 0 , \ i_{q1} > 0) \\
i_2 & = i_{d2} + j i_{q2} ; \quad (i_{d2} > 0 , \ i_{q2} > 0)
\end{align*}
\]  

(9) (10)

It is obvious that, contrary to the conclusion drawn in [1] for the IPMSM, at standstill \((\omega_e = 0)\), the stator current space vector can change both its magnitude and direction, following the constant-\(\theta_O\) trajectory, without fulfilling the observability condition (8). It should be noticed that this is related to the constant \( C \) of the equation (3), which value is judged to be unnecessary in the paper under discussion.

As for the surface-mounted (S) PMSM \((\Delta L = 0)\) under sensorless operation, the fictitious observability vector is equal to the rotor permanent magnet flux vector, which is fixed in the \( dq \) reference frame. This means that the observability problem arises only at standstill, which is consistent with the conclusion on SPMSM observability in the discussed paper [1].

**ERRATUM**

In the list of references of [1], the reference number 17 is not correctly cited; the name of the first author is omitted. The correct citation is [10].
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